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Abstract
Achieving crisp interactive response in resource-intensive applications such as augmented reality, language translation, and speech
recognition is a major challenge on resource-poor wearable hardware. In this paper we describe a solution based on multi-fidelity
computation supported by predictive resource management. We
show that such an approach can substantially reduce both the mean
and the variance of response time. On a benchmark representative of
augmented reality, we demonstrate a 60% reduction in mean latency
and a 30% reduction in the coefficient of variation. We also show
that a history-based approach to demand prediction is the key to this
performance improvement.

This work extends that concept to the broader notion of computational fidelity and demonstrates its applicability to a new
class of applications. In the rest of this paper, the term “fidelity” will mean “computational fidelity” and “Odyssey”
will refer to the multi-fidelity support added by us to the base
system.
We have experimentally validated our approach using four
applications. Because of space limitations, we only describe
one application case study in detail here, and summarize the
results of the other three. Full details of the latter can be
found in Narayanan’s dissertation [24]. Our key results can
be summarized as follows:


1 Introduction
Resource-intensive applications such as speech recognition,
language translation, and augmented reality pose a dilemma
for wearable computing. Such applications are valuable because they support hands-free interaction. However, their
peak resource demands can overwhelm the processing speed,
memory, and battery capacity of wearable hardware whose
weight, size and form factor are limited by user comfort. The
result is sluggish interactive response that can seriously distract a mobile user engaged in a physically and cognitively
demanding task such as bridge inspection, aircraft maintenance or military action.
Technology improvements through Moore’s Law will not
solve this problem. Rather, it is likely to persist because
market forces in wearable computing demand continuous improvements in user comfort rather than just improvements in
compute power. This tension leads to the question addressed
by this paper: How can we achieve crisp interactive response
for resource-intensive applications on wearable computers?
In this paper, we show how multi-fidelity computation can
help to bound interactive latency by dynamically trading resource demand for output quality, or fidelity. We describe the
design, implementation and evaluation of a system that supports multi-fidelity computation. The system automatically
makes runtime fidelity decisions on the applications’ behalf,
thus freeing programmers from this burden. To make sound
fidelity decisions, it exploits history-based prediction of application resource usage.
Our implementation is based on Odyssey [27, 12], which
originally supported the concept of fidelity for stored data.





Predictive resource management can bound response latency and reduce its variability.
History-based prediction of resource demand is feasible,
accurate, and necessary for this improvement.
Legacy applications can be ported at modest cost to a
multi-fidelity programming model.

Section 2 describes our high-level design principles and
rationale. Section 3 describes our prototype API for multifidelity computation, and the implementation of the runtime
support layer. It also explains our methodology for constructing application-specific resource demand predictors, and describes one example in detail. Section 4 presents a comprehensive evaluation of the system: we measure the accuracy of
history-based prediction, the performance benefits of predictive resource management, and the programming costs and
runtime overheads. Section 5 describes related work, and
Section 6 concludes with some directions for future research.

2 Design rationale
2.1 Alternatives
There are three fundamentally different approaches to coping
with situations where application resource demand exceeds
supply. One approach is to prevent such situations by using QoS-based resource reservations [23, 19]. For example,
an application may be able to reserve a minimum fraction of
a CPU and thus guard against insufficient supply of this resource due to competition from concurrent applications. As
another example, it may be possible to reserve bandwidth
in a carefully controlled networking environment. Unfortunately, enforcement of QoS-based reservations requires op-

(a) High fidelity (1.0)

(b) Low fidelity (0.1)

Figure 1: Effect of fidelity on 3-D rendering

2.2 Multi-fidelity computation

erating system support that is rarely present in standard OS
distributions. More importantly, this approach fails when the
peak resource demand of a single application exceeds the capabilities of the hardware it is running on.

The classic notion of an algorithm has a fixed output specification but variable resource demand. In contrast, it is the
output specification that is variable in a multi-fidelity computation [30]. By setting runtime parameters called fidelity
metrics, we can obtain different outputs for the same input.
One can say, in effect, “Give me the best result you can using no more than X units of resource R.” R is typically response latency in an interactive application, but it can also
refer to memory, energy, bandwidth or any other resource.
Thus multi-fidelity computations are a generalization of anydimension algorithms [22]. The latter can be viewed as multifidelity computations which incrementally refine their output,
allowing them to be interrupted at any point to yield a result.
Multi-fidelity computation allows us to choose the best
runtime tradeoff between output quality and performance. In
an interactive application, each interactive operation can be
viewed as a multi-fidelity computation. At the beginning of
each operation, its fidelity metrics can be set to yield the desired response latency at the current resource availability.

The second approach is to acquire additional resources
through remote execution. Even a resource-impoverished
wearable computer such as the IBM Linux wristwatch [26]
can use compute servers to run resource-intensive applications. We believe that this is a viable strategy, and are indeed
exploring it in other research [4]. However, there are many
situations in which a mobile user has no access to compute
servers and must therefore rely solely on the resources of his
wearable computer. A different approach must be used to
handle those situations.

The third approach is to reduce resource demand through
multi-fidelity computation. As its name implies, multifidelity computation assumes that an application is capable of
presenting results at different fidelities. Users prefer results
of higher fidelity, but can tolerate results of lower fidelity. A
high-fidelity result require greater resources to compute than
a low-fidelity result. When resources are plentiful, the application generates high-fidelity results; when resources are
scarce, it generates low-fidelity results. By dynamically varying fidelity, timely results can be generated over a wide range
of resource levels. We elaborate on this in the next section.

2.3 Motivating example
Throughout this paper we will use augmented reality (AR) [3]
as the driving example to illustrate various aspects of our system. Although AR is a relatively young technology, it has
already proved useful in a number of domains such as tourist
guides [10], power plant maintenance [9], architectural design [34], and computer-supported collaboration [5].
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Before executing an interactive operation, an application
must determine its fidelity settings. Odyssey serves as an oracle in making this decision. Its recommendation is based on
a search of the space of fidelity settings. This search requires
Odyssey to predict resource supply during the operation, as
well as resource demand and operation latency for different
settings. It also requires Odyssey to correctly reflect the user’s
current preferences in the tradeoff between output quality and
operation latency.
As Figure 2 shows, the complete prediction process can be
decomposed into five predictive mappings. Three of the mappings relate to predicting operation latency: (1) from system
load statistics to resource supply; (2) from fidelity to resource
demand; and, (3) from resource supply and demand to operation latency. The other two mappings translate fidelity and
latency predictions into predictions of user satisfaction or utility: (4) from fidelity to output quality; and, (5) from latency
and output quality to utility.
Odyssey performs mapping 1 using supply predictors that
monitor kernel load statistics through standard interfaces, and
make inferences based on gray-box knowledge [2] of kernel
resource management policies. It uses history-based demand
predictors to perform mapping 2, and performance predictors
based on a resource model for mapping 3. These components
are described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
Mapping 4 specifies the output quality we can expect at
each setting of each fidelity “knob”. In general, this mapping
would be determined through studies of user perception. In
this work, we make the simplifying assumption that fidelity
and output quality are synonymous; in other words, that the
mapping is trivial. Mapping (5) is a utility function that captures current user preferences. In a deployed system, utility
functions would be generated automatically from a GUI or by
inferring user intent. In our experimental prototype, we use
the hand-crafted utility functions described in Section 3.5.
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Figure 2: Mapping fidelity to utility

In AR, a user looks through a transparent heads-up display
connected to a wearable computer. Any displayed image appears to be superimposed on the real-world scene before the
user. AR thus creates the illusion that the real world is visually merged with a virtual world. This requires a precise
correspondence between the two worlds. As a user’s orientation and location change, the displayed image must rapidly
and accurately track those changes. Sluggish tracking can
be distracting to the user and, in extreme cases, can result in
symptoms similar to sea-sickness.
3-D rendering, a computationally intensive operation, lies
at the heart of AR. Even a brief turn of the head by a user
can result in a complex scene having to be re-rendered multiple times. For example, an architect might use AR for onsite design. This would allow the architect to visualize the
impact of proposed design changes such as new windows or
color schemes. Before converging on a final design, he may
iteratively try out many alternatives, viewing them from different angles and under different hypothetical lighting conditions such as moonlight or sunset.

3 Interface and implementation
3.1 Programming interface

3-D rendering for AR embodies many of the characteristics that motivate the work described in this paper. First, it is
extremely resource intensive, particularly of CPU and memory. Second, to be fully effective it must run on a lightweight
wearable computer. Third, crisp interactive response is critical. Fourth, there is a fidelity metric, the resolution of the
displayed image, that directly impacts resource consumption.

The multi-fidelity programming model is based on the notion
of an operation. An operation is the smallest user-visible unit
of execution, from user request to system response. Each operation corresponds to one multi-fidelity computation, with
fidelity metrics settable at operation start. Examples include
rendering an augmented reality scene; recognizing a speech
utterance and displaying the recognized text; fetching and
displaying a web image.
Figure 3 shows the basic multi-fidelity API.
register f idelity is called at application startup. Odyssey
then reads an Application Configuration File (ACF), which
specifies the multi-fidelity operation type, its fidelity metrics,
and their value ranges (Figure 4).

Figure 1 illustrates the last point. The high-fidelity figure
on the left contains ten times as many polygons as the lowfidelity figure on the right. Since CPU demand increases with
the number of polygons, the low-fidelity figure can be rendered much faster. In many situations, the low-fidelity figure
may be acceptable; the user can always explicitly ask for rerendering at higher fidelity.
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3.2 System architecture
Odyssey is implemented as a user-level process on a standard Linux 2.4 kernel. Its primary functionality — making
fidelity decisions — is triggered by begin f idelity op and implemented in the following steps, numbered as in Figure 5:
1. The application passes in the nontunable parameters.
2. Supply predictors estimate the application’s resource
supply for the near future (mapping 1 of Figure 2).
3. An iterative solver searches the fidelity space for the best
candidate.
4. Demand predictors map fidelity to resource demand
(mapping 2).
5. A performance predictor estimates latency given supply
and demand predictions (mapping 3).
6. A utility function evaluates the proposed fidelityperformance tradeoff (mapping 5).
7. After several iterations of steps 3–6, the solver returns
the fidelity with the highest utility.
The system’s second function — monitoring and logging
— is triggered by end f idelity op:
8. Demand monitors measure the resources consumed by
the just-concluded operation.
9. A logger records the resource demand, fidelity, and nontunable parameter values to a disk file.
10. These values are also passed to the demand predictors,
to update their predictive models.
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C function prototypes for the API described in Section 3.1.

Figure 3: The Odyssey multi-fidelity API
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Section 3.3 describes the generic system components: the
supply predictors, performance predictors, solver, demand
monitors, and logger. Demand predictors are applicationspecific: Section 3.4 describes our history-based method for
constructing them. Section 3.5 then describes our approach
to constructing utility functions.

Example of ACF described in Section 3.1.

Figure 4: Application Configuration File for rendering

3.3 Generic system components
3.3.1 Supply predictors

The ACF also specifies nontunable parameters: runtime
variables such as input data size that affect resource demand,
but are not adaptable. For example, the resource demand of
rendering depends not only on the resolution, but also on the
polygon count of the original, full-resolution scene.
Finally, the ACF specifies an application-specific hint module. This binary module contains the application-specific resource demand predictors and the user utility function. For
efficient runtime invocation of the demand predictors and utility function, the hint module is loaded into Odyssey’s address
space. We are looking at ways to retain the efficiency, but
improve on the safety, of this approach.
Before each operation, the application invokes
begin f idelity op, and passes in the nontunable parameters. Odyssey computes and returns the optimal fidelity
value(s) for the operation. After each operation, the application calls end f idelity op. Odyssey then logs the
operation’s measured resource demand: these logs are used
for history-based resource demand prediction (Section 3.4).

Our prototype has supply predictors for CPU, memory, network, energy and file cache. Each of these monitors kernel statistics, and makes predictions of resource availability
for each application at the beginning of each operation. For
brevity, we only describe the CPU supply predictor here.
The CPU supply predictor predicts, at the start of each operation, the CPU supply available to it in cycles/sec. It is
based on some simplifying assumptions: that the operation is
single-threaded, that all CPU-bound processes receive equal
shares (and that I/O-bound processes offer negligible CPU
load), and that past load predicts future load at all time scales.
These assumptions give us a simple predictor: a process p’s
CPU supply over the next T seconds is
Scpu J

P
NK 1

where P is the processor clock speed, and N is the predicted
background load over the next T seconds: that is, the average
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Figure 5: System support for the multi-fidelity API

server, receiving data, round-trip time, and computation done
at the server.
The predictor also factors in the latency cost of using other
resources, such as virtual memory paging or remote server
access [24]. For brevity, we do not discuss these.
The default generic latency predictor can be overridden
at runtime by an application-specific predictor: for example,
one that allows for overlapping computation and I/O.

number of runnable processes other than p. We periodically
sample the instantaneous load average ni from /proc/loadavg,
and subtract out p’s contribution, ni p  . The latter is 1 if p is
runnable, and 0 if not. We then smooth the samples:
Ni 

1 J

αNi K

1  α  ni  ni p 

Here t p is the load sampling period, 0.5 s in our prototype.
tp

The constant α J e  T makes the decay time equal to the prediction horizon T . In other words, we use more history for
predictions over longer periods.
The clock speed P is read from /proc/cpuinfo at startup.
Currently Odyssey runs on a stock Linux kernel without dynamic clock scaling support. When such support is available,
it should be possible to update P dynamically from /proc
whenever the clock speed changes.

3.3.3 Solver, demand monitors, and logger
The solver searches the space of fidelities and finds the values
that maximize utility. It uses a gradient-descent strategy for
numeric parameters, and exhaustive search for non-numeric
parameters such as enumerated lists. It works well for applications with a small number of fidelity metrics and wellbehaved utility functions without multiple local maxima; we
could easily substitute more robust and scalable algorithms
such as Lee’s [19] without modifying other system components.
Demand monitors measure the resource demand of each
operation based on kernel statistics from /proc. For example,
CPU demand is the CPU time used by an operation, scaled
by the processor clock speed. This information is written to a
disk file by the logger.

3.3.2 Performance predictors
Our current prototype has predictors for two performance
metrics: operation latency and battery drain [12]. Here we
focus on operation latency, the key metric for interactive applications.
Our latency predictor computes latency as a function of resource supply and demand. It is based on a simple resource
model that assumes sequential use of resources (no overlapping of processing and network I/O). it computes latency as:
LJ

3.4 History-based demand predictors

Dlocal cpu Dxmit Drecv Drtt Dremote cpu
K
K
K
K
Slocal cpu
Sxmit
Srecv
Srtt
Sremote cpu

A key component of our architecture is the demand predictor:
a function that maps an operation’s fidelities and nontunable
parameters to its resource demand, in units independent of
runtime system state such as load or clock speed (for example, CPU demand is measured in cycles consumed per operation).

Here Slocal cpu is the predicted CPU supply in cycles/sec
available to the application. Dlocal cpu is the predicted CPU
demand in cycles required by the operation. The other terms
represent the latency of transmitting data to a remote compute
5
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To map resolution to CPU demand, we started by logging
the CPU demand at different resolutions for four different
scenes, and plotting CPU demand against rendered polygon
count (Figure 6). We see that CPU demand is linear in rendered polygon count:
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for a fixed scene and camera position (note that different
scenes have different values of c0 and c1 ) and a fixed camera position. However, the scene and the camera position are
parameters that can vary at runtime, and must be tracked. In
the following sections, we show how we track this variation
using data-specific prediction and online learning.
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The graph shows the CPU demand of rendering for four different
scenes at different resolutions (fidelities). For each scene, the camera position was fixed arbitrarily. All experiments were run on the
hardware described in Section 4.1.

3.4.2 Data-specific prediction

Figure 6: CPU demand of rendering as a function of fidelity
and scene

Sometimes resource demand depends on data-specific effects
other than the data size, which are not easily expressed as numeric parameters. For example, the CPU demand of rendering depends on the contents of the scene being rendered. In
such cases, data-specific prediction can be extremely useful:
maintaining separate predictor coefficients for each data objects. Sometimes, these can be computed offline and stored
with the data: for example, JPEG [33] compression ratios
depend on image content, and these “compressibility coefficients” could be precomputed and stored at the web server.
In other cases, the data-specific coefficients must be computed online, after observing the resource demand of a few
operations on a new data object. This can still be useful if we
perform many operations on the same object: for example,
with rendering, the user will usually navigate a single scene
for a while. We start with a generic linear predictor computed
over a number of test scenes. When a new scene is loaded,
we initialize a new predictor, initially identical to the generic
predictor. After each render, we update the predictor with the
measured resource demand to specialize it for the scene.

We construct demand predictors empirically from application history logs [25], rather than relying exclusively on static
analysis. First, the application programmer or domain expert
identifies fidelity metrics and other runtime parameters affecting resource demand. From a static analysis, they might also
give a functional form relating these parameters to resource
demand: for example, “CPU demand is quadratic in input
data size”.
The remaining steps are automated, requiring little or no
user intervention: we run the computation at different parameter values, and Odyssey automatically logs each operation’s
resource demand. We use statistical machine learning techniques to fit the logged data to the functional form, generating a predictive mapping function. At runtime, we continue
to refine this function using online learning techniques.
Although demand predictors are application-specific, we
believe our methodology will allow their construction by
third parties without extensive domain expertise. Additionally, demand predictors are separate code modules, and do
not require modification of the application source code. We
illustrate our method through one detailed example, and describe two techniques that proved extremely useful in improving predictor accuracy. Section 4.3 evaluates prediction accuracy for our chosen example as well as for other applications
and resources.

3.4.3 Online learning
Sometimes, we may have portions of application state which
affect resource demand but are not easily used as part of a
predictive model. For example, the CPU demand of rendering
depends not only on the resolution and the scene, but also on
the camera position. Figure 7 shows that the CPU demand of
rendering varies considerably with camera position as a user
navigates a scene, even when fidelity is fixed.
Thus, camera position and orientation are nontunable parameters affecting CPU demand. Unfortunately, their effect
on CPU demand is very complex, depending on local properties of the scene: mapping them directly to CPU demand
requires large and expensive lookup tables. Instead, we use a
much simpler technique based on the observation that
At each camera position, the linear relationship Dcpu J
c0 K c1 pr holds, but c0 and c1 vary with camera position.
In typical use, camera position changes incrementally:
the user follows a continuous path through the scene.

3.4.1 Example: CPU demand predictor for rendering
Rendering is CPU-bound, and good interactive response depends on accurate prediction and regulation of CPU demand.
For our rendering algorithm, resolution is the fidelity metric:
thus we need to know the mapping from resolution to CPU
demand. CPU demand depends both on the resolution r and
the original polygon count p; from examining the algorithm,
we expected in fact that it would be a function of the rendered
polygon count pr.
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Figure 8: Sigmoid utility function

The graph shows the CPU demand of rendering the Notre Dame
scene over time, at a fixed resolution of 1. Each point corresponds to
one camera position in a motion trace of a user navigating the scene.

Figure 7: CPU demand of rendering: fixed resolution, moving camera
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viding their own module.
A sigmoid is a smoothed version of a step function. Instead
of having utility fall off a cliff when latency exceeds its target
value, we can now specify a tolerance zone where latency
degrades linearly. Figure 3.5 shows a sigmoid with a target of
1 s and a tolerance of 10%. There is little gain in utility from
decreasing latency below 0.9 s: this is the sweet spot of the
curve. Above 0.9 s, utility decreases steadily, and latencies
above 1.1 s are unacceptable to the user. M

CPU demand has locality: a small change in camera position results in a small change to c0 and c1 .

We use an online-learning method that uses the linear mapping Dcpu J c0 K c1 pr, but continuously updates the values
of c0 and c1 to reflect the behaviour corresponding to the
current camera position. We use recursive least-squares regression with exponential decay [36], a modification of the
well-known linear regression method [15]. This gives greater
weight to more recent data by decaying the weight of data
exponentially over time. Our predictor uses a decay factor
of 0.5, which makes it very agile, effectively remembering
only the last 4 data points. It is also cheap, requiring (for a
2-dimensional linear fit) only tens of bytes of state, and tens
of floating point instructions per update.
The online-learning predictor also tracks data-specificity.
For each new scene, we create a new predictor that is initialized with the generic coefficients: subsequent renders of that
scene result in updates of the scene-specific predictor, specializing it both for the scene and the camera position within
the scene. Section 4.3 shows that these two simple techniques
improve prediction accuracy significantly for rendering; we
believe that they have more general applicability as well.

4 Evaluation
This section validates the predictive resource management
approach by answering three sets of questions:






Is history-based demand prediction accurate? Are dataspecific prediction and online learning useful?
What are the performance benefits of predictive resource
management? Can multiple, concurrent adaptive applications improve their performance without interfering
with each other?
What are the programming costs and runtime overhead
of using the system?

Before we describe the experiments that answer these questions, we first describe our experimental setup (Section 4.1)
and evaluation metrics (Section 4.2). Sections 4.3–4.5 then
address each of the above questions in turn.

3.5 Utility functions
4.1 Experimental platform and benchmarks

Utility functions represent a user’s tradeoff policy between fidelity and performance. Given some estimated fidelity and
performance, the utility function returns a number in 0 1
representing the resulting user happiness; 0 represents the
least possible user satisfaction and 1 the most. By default,
we use linear functions for utility as a function of fidelity, and
sigmoids for utility as a function of latency. The product of
these functions gives us a multidimensional utility function
whose range is still 0 1 . In Odyssey, utility functions are
computed by binary code modules; the user can override the
default utility function with an arbitrarily general one by pro



Our platform for all experiments reported in this paper is an
IBM ThinkPad 560 with a 233 MHz Mobile Pentium MMX
processor, 96 MB of RAM, no 3-D graphics hardware, and
running a standard Linux 2.4.2 kernel. We used this rather
than a wearable computer for ease of development and testing; its processing power is comparable with recent wearable
and handheld platforms such as the IBM Linux watch [26]
and the Compaq iPAQ 3650.
Our motivating example — augmented reality — is not a
mature technology, and fully fledged AR applications are not
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freely available. Instead, we use as benchmarks two applications — GLVU and Radiator — which provide one component
of AR: 3-D rendering. Together, these applications approximate the augmented reality scenario of Section 2.3: an architect using AR for on-site design.
GLVU [29] is a “virtual walkthrough” program that allows
a user to explore a virtual 3-D scene: its function is to render the scene from any viewpoint chosen by the user. In our
experiments, we simulate a moving user by replaying a trace
of a user navigating a 3-D scene using GLVU’s graphical user
interface. We assume a continually moving user, and do not
insert any think times between render requests.
Radiator [35] computes lighting effects for 3-D rendering
using radiosity algorithms [6]. In an AR scenario, it would
be re-run whenever the user modified the scene lighting, for
example by adding a window to a building. We simulate
this user behaviour by running sporadic radiosity computations during the virtual walkthrough, with random intervening think times.
Both GLVU and Radiator support multiresolution scaling [14], which allows each render or radiosity computation
to be done at any resolution — any fraction of the original
polygon count. The overhead of changing the resolution is
negligible. Resolution is thus the single fidelity metric for
both computations.
In a real AR application, the user would be able to interactively edit the scene, and the lighting effects computed
by Radiator would be fed back into GLVU for rendering. In
our version, GLVU and Radiator lack interactive editing facilities and do not communicate with each other. However,
the benchmarks are representative of AR from a resource and
performance point of view.

Error (E90)

80%

Generic
Data-specific
Online-learning + data-specific

60%
40%
20%
0%
Random resolution

Fixed resolution

We show 90th percentile error (in %) of three different schemes for
predicting the CPU demand of rendering. The CPU demand itself
varies between 0.1 s and 5 s (23–1018 million cycles).

Figure 9: CPU demand prediction error for rendering

also the coefficient of variation: the standard deviation of latency divided by the mean. In some cases, we also show a
timeline of one of the trials, to illustrate the performance and
fidelity over time.
Ideally, we want mean latency to be on target. Higher latencies indicate bad interactive response, while lower latencies indicate an unnecessary sacrifice of fidelity. We also
want the coefficient of variation to be small: variability in
performance leads to a bad user experience [21]. High variation also indicates that the system is often off-target: in other
words, not implementing the adaptive policy well.

4.3 Demand predictor accuracy
In this section, we show that history-based demand predictors
provide accurate predictions across a range of applications
and resources. For brevity, we describe in detail only the CPU
demand predictor for GLVU, and summarize results for other
predictors.
For GLVU, we measured the accuracy of the data-specific,
online-learning predictor, and also the contribution of dataspecificity and online learning to this accuracy. We compared

4.2 Evaluation metrics
Demand predictor accuracy is measured by running an application benchmark on an unloaded system, and comparing the
predicted resource demand for each operation with the actual,
logged value. We use relative rather than absolute prediction error, since it is applicable across a wide range of values.
Given the relative error for a number of operations, we report
the 90th percentile error E90 . An E90 of 5% means that 90%
of the time, the predictor was within 5% of the correct value.
Our metric of interactive application performance is operation latency. Specifically, we measure Odyssey’s ability
to keep latency within user-specified bounds, with low variability and without unnecessarily sacrificing fidelity. In other
words, we measure the ability of the adaptive mechanism —
Odyssey — to implement one kind of policy: keeping latency
steady. Our adaptive policies are implemented by a sigmoidal
utility function centred on the desired latency bound (Section 3.5), with a tolerance of 10%. Utility also increases linearly with fidelity. The net effect is that utility is maximized
at 90% of the latency bound: this is the target latency.
We conduct 5 trials of each experimental run. For each
such set of 5 trials, we report the mean operation latency, and







a generic predictor, which fits a single pair of coefficients c0 , c1 to all 4 scenes,
a data-specific predictor, which specializes c0 and c1 to
each scene,
the online-learning predictor, which maintains scenespecific coefficients, and also updates them after each
operation to track runtime variation in CPU demand.

CPU demand depends not only on camera position, but
also on fidelity. The accuracy of prediction depends on the
amount of variation in fidelity, which depends on the variation in resource supply at runtime. To estimate demand prediction accuracy independent of runtime conditions, we evaluated both the worst case — randomly varying fidelity — and
the best case — fixed fidelity.
Figure 9 shows the prediction error of these three predictors for both random and fixed resolution (1.0), measured on
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Application
GLVU

Radiator
Web browser
Speech
recognizer

Tunable
parameters
Resolution
Resolution,
algorithm
JPEG level
Client-server
split, vocab.
size

Resource
CPU
Memory
CPU
Energy
Network
client CPU
server CPU

Observed range
of resource demand
23–1018 Mcycles
14–60 MB
220–46219 Mcycles
1.5–25 Joules
4–219 KB
0–2774 Mcycles
0–2128 Mcycles

Data
specific?
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Online
learning?
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

E90
24%
3%
11%
9%
0.3%
10%
16%

The table shows the 90th percentile error E90 (right-most column) of history-based demand predictors for different applications and resources.
In each case, we also show the observed min-max range of resource demand, measured in millions of cycles of CPU, megabytes of memory,
Joules of energy, or kilobytes of network transmission/reception.
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Figure 10: Demand predictor accuracy for various applications and resources
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Fidelity and latency of GLVU over time when subjected to a time-varying background load, in three different adaptation configurations. Note
the different time scales on the x axes: the same benchmark takes different amounts of time in different configurations.

Figure 11: Adaptation in GLVU

4.4 Performance benefits

user traces on four different scenes. Each trace has 100 camera positions, yielding 400 data points in all. We see that
both data-specificity and online learning decrease prediction
error: the best predictor — online-learning — has an error of
24% in the worst case. This is small compared to the orderof-magnitude variation in CPU demand; better learning techniques could probably reduce error further.

4.4.1 Single application with background load
Given that demand prediction is accurate, what is the impact
on performance of predictive resource management? To answer this question, we measured the performance of GLVU
adapting dynamically to changes in resource supply. GLVU
plays a trace of a user navigating the “Notre Dame” scene,
while Odyssey attempts to bound operation latency to 1 s. Simultaneously, a competing process alternates every 10 s between spinning the CPU and sleeping. We chose this square
waveform over more realistic load patterns to explore the effect of different load frequencies and amplitudes.
We ran this experiment in three configurations:

We also measured demand predictor accuracy for other applications — Radiator, speech recognition, and web browsing
— and other resources — memory, network, and battery energy (Figure 10). In each case, we are able to predict to within
a small fraction a quantity with a large dynamic range, showing that multi-fidelity computation can make a big difference
to resource demand, and that we can predict resource demand
to within a small error. Note that all the other predictors have
better accuracy than the CPU predictor for GLVU: our chosen
example case study represents our worst observed case.
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Fully adaptive: both supply and demand prediction are
enabled, so GLVU adapts to changes both in application
demand and in background load.



5

Latency (sec)

4


3

Figure 11 shows one run for each configuration, in our
baseline case: a trace of “Notre Dame” with a 1 s latency
bound, a 0.1 Hz background load frequency, and a peak load
of 1. We see that with the “fully adaptive” keeps latency
on target. “Demand-only” is on target only when unloaded,
and “static” almost never. Note that the different experiments
have different run times, the effect of reducing mean latency
on a work-based benchmark.
Figure 12 shows mean latency and variation over 5 trials
for each configuration. We see that demand prediction alone
substantially improves interactive performance by bringing
mean latency close to the target value and reducing variability; enabling supply prediction improves performance further.
To validate our results across a range of experimental parameters, we tested the “fully adaptive” configuration with
different 3-D scenes, latency bounds, and load patterns. In
each case, we varied one parameter, keeping the others fixed,
and compared the performance against the baseline case: Figure 13 shows the results of these experiments.
Mean latency was insensitive to experimental parameters,
except when we reduced the latency bound to 0.25 s: in this
case mean latency exceeds target by 20%. Here we hit the
limit of fidelity degradation: on our test platform, rendering
can take up to 0.46 s of CPU time even at the lowest fidelity.
Variability in latency was the same for all scenes, but varied with other parameters. Variability was lowest for a 0.5 s
latency bound. At lower latencies, scheduler effects (Linux’s
200 ms quanta) cause variability. At higher latencies, load
transitions are more frequent with respect to operation rate,
causing more operations to deviate from target.
Variability was highest when load frequency matched operation rate (1 Hz). At lower frequencies, fewer operations are
hit by load transitions. At higher frequencies, load variation
gets smoothed out over the course of an operation. Variability
also increases sharply with increasing load amplitude (peakto-trough difference): operations hit by load transitions are
more affected by larger transitions.
We observe that it is most important to predict resource
supply at the time scale of adaptation: higher and lower frequencies impact latency less. If this time scale is comparable
to the scheduler granularity, then prediction accuracy will be
low and performance variability will be high.
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Figure 12: Adaptive performance in GLVU
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The graph shows the coefficient of variation for latency under various
experimental conditions. Each set of bars varies one parameter: the
shaded bars represent the baseline case.

Figure 13:

GLVU

Demand-only: we enable CPU demand prediction,
which allows GLVU to regulate its CPU demand to the
target value. However, supply prediction is disabled: the
background load is assumed to be 0.
Static: GLVU’s fidelity is fixed at 1: there is no adaptation at all.

4.4.2 Concurrent applications
When we run two adaptive applications concurrently, are they
both able to adapt effectively, or do they interfere with each
other’s performance? To answer this question, we mimicked
an AR scenario by running GLVU and Radiator concurrently

adaptation: sensitivity analysis
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We show the performance of concurrent applications ( GLVU and Radiator) over time, in three configurations. Each graph shows a time line
of GLVU ’s fidelity ( f GLV U ), GLVU ’s latency in seconds (LGLVU ), Radiator’s fidelity ( f Rad ), and Radiator’s latency in seconds (LRad ). Note the
different time scale for the “static-user” graph. For lack of space, we omit the timelines for the “adaptive- GLVU ” and “adaptive-Radiator”
timelines: the adaptive and non-adaptive performance in these cases to that shown for the “adaptive-both” and “static-user” cases.

Figure 14: Adaptation in concurrent applications

as Linux processes at default priority.
GLVU replays a trace of a user navigating the virtual “Notre
Dame” scene. Meanwhile, Radiator runs sporadic radiosity
computations on a copy of the same scene in the background,
to simulate occasional re-computation of lighting effects by
the user. Between operations, Radiator sleeps for a random
“think time” of 0–10 s. The system’s goal is to maintain the
latency bounds of both applications despite resource variation. We use a 1 s latency bound for GLVU, as before. Radiator is much more resource-intensive, and runs in the background: for it, we use a 10 s bound.
We ran this experiment in 5 configurations:











Figure 14 shows one trial each for the first three configurations. In the “adaptive-both” case, GLVU maintains its 1 s
latency despite supply and demand variation. With “staticoptimal”, mean latency is on target but variability is high;
with “static-user”, mean latency is off target and variability is
even higher.
For Radiator, “adaptive-both” and “static-optimal” get latency on target, while “static-user” is off target. Variability
is low in all cases: Radiator’s CPU demand is invariant with
time and camera position. CPU supply does not vary either:
at 10 s time scales, the competing load imposed by GLVU is
constant. “Static-optimal” has slightly lower variability than
“adaptive”, which executes a few operations at the wrong fidelity before converging on the correct value.

Adaptive-both: both applications adapt fidelity to
achieve the target latency (0.9 s for GLVU, 9 s for Radiator).
Static-optimal: fidelity is static, but tuned for this benchmark. We set it to the mean fidelity achieved in the adaptive case (0.17 for GLVU, 0.019 for Radiator).
Static-user: fidelity is static, at 0.5 for GLVU and 0.05
for Radiator: reasonable values that a user might select
without workload-specific tuning.
Adaptive-GLVU: GLVU adapts, Radiator uses the “staticuser” fidelity.
Adaptive-Radiator: Radiator adapts, GLVU uses the
“static-user” fidelity.

Figure 15 shows the mean normalized latency (latency divided by the latency bound) and coefficient of variation over 5
trials of all 5 configurations. We see that adaptation keeps latency on target without any workload-specific tuning, and reduces variation. Workload-specific tuning (“static-optimal”)
can get mean latency on target, but cannot prevent dynamic
variation due to changes in resource supply or demand. Adaptation also insulates each application’s performance from the
other’s: the “GLVU-only” and “Radiator-only” graphs show
that the benefit gained from adaptation is independent of the
other application’s behavior. In other words, our approach
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KLOC Files
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Figure 16: Cost of porting legacy code
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App-Odyssey communication
0.36 ms
Logger (buffered at user level)
0.15 ms
Logger (unbuffered)
0.20 ms
CPU supply/demand monitor
1.38 ms
Memory supply/demand monitor
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Solver
10.56 ms
Total
19.37 ms
Figure 17: Per-operation runtime overhead
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multi-fidelity API. We are investigating the use of stub generators to automatically generate this glue code.
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4.5.2 Runtime overheads

(b) Variability in latency

Figure 17 shows the overhead of each runtime component in
additional latency per operation for a synthetic benchmark.
The total overhead is around 20 ms: only 2% for a 1 s operation, but an unacceptable 20% for a 100 ms latency bound.
We are looking at reducing the overheads by using a more
efficient and scalable solver; with better interfaces for load
and resource statistics (/proc contributes most of the latency
to our resource predictors); and by replacing the middleware
server with a library implementation.

Error bars show standard deviations; the horizontal line marks the
target latency.

Figure 15: Adaptive performance for concurrent applications

can be useful even without a coordinated effort to modify
all running applications. This is a valuable property for realworld deployment.

5 Related work
4.5 Costs and overheads

This work is most closely related to previous work on fidelity
adaptation [13, 27, 12, 7]. We have generalized these previous notions of fidelity, which only measured data degradation, to include arbitrary runtime parameters of an application. Our system and API also move the burden of adaptation out of the application: where other systems expect applications to specify their resource requirements, we predict
resource supply, demand, and performance based on observations of history. Although resource demand prediction is still
application-specific, it has been cleanly separated from the
rest of the system, and our history-based methodology and
measurement/logging infrastructure make it an easier task
than before.
We also diverge from traditional models of adaptation by
using a predictive rather than a feedback-driven approach.

4.5.1 Porting costs
The cost of porting legacy applications to a new API is an important measure of system deployability. Figure 16 shows the
amount of source code modification required for four applications to use the multi-fidelity API. Three of these already
had the potential for fidelity adaptation: for example, Radiator comes with support for multiresolution models. GLVU had
to be augmented with multiresolution support, and we include
the cost of this step.
Multi-fidelity support requires 500–1000 new or modified
lines of code, including the ACF and hint module: a modest investment of programmer effort. Many of these lines are
in glue code between application constructs and the generic
12

Rather than adjusting fidelity in small steps in response to
a change in performance, Odyssey can make large yet accurate adaptations in a single step. This is made possible by
Odyssey’s ability to predict supply, demand and performance
across the entire range of fidelities.
Related, but complementary to application adaptation is
work on QoS-based reservations [23] and remote execution [11]: Section 2.1 discussed these in more detail.
Also related is previous work on resource prediction. Supply prediction — predicting load from past measurements —
is present in many systems. Usually it is present implicitly
in a feedback loop: measurements of load or performance
are used as control signals to adjust system parameters [32].
A few systems use explicit prediction of load: for example, Dinda’s Running Time Advisor [8]. Explicit prediction
of resource demand, however, is comparatively rare. Most
systems assume that resource demand is constant, specified
by the application, derived from a static probability distribution [20, 16], or obtained from compile-time analysis [31].
We know of two systems that explicitly predict resource
demand as a function of runtime parameters: however, neither uses the predictions for application adaptation. Automated profiling for QoS [1] estimates the CPU utilization
of a multimedia stream as a linear function of task rate and
task size, for admission control purposes. PUNCH [18] uses
machine learning to predict CPU demand as a function of
application-specific runtime parameters, for load-balancing
in a grid framework. To the best of our knowledge, Odyssey
is the first system to use history-based prediction to model
resource demand as a function of fidelity in adaptive applications.

CPU predictors that can be used across processor architectures. We would like to combine demand prediction with
with QoS-based allocation such that the system can simultaneously optimize allocation across, and adaptation within,
applications [28]. Finally, we would like to explore mixedinitiative [17] approaches that combine direct user modification of utility functions with automated inference by the system about user preferences.
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